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What a lot of people don’t know about Design Assist is that it gives owners and their 
construction teams the opportunity to find and reduce costs, improve efficiency, and 
eliminate the unknowns of a project.

The general consensus in the construction industry has been that competitively bid 
projects are less expensive than projects managed with the design-build method. 
While this may appear to be true when the initial bids come in, we’ve discovered that 
the data just doesn’t add up. We’ve found that the cost of competitively bid projects 
will often rise throughout the duration of the construction process, while buildings 
produced with Design Assist consistently come in under budget. This is money that 
ends up back in the owner’s pocket. 

Eliminate the unknowns. Our Design Assist team tackles the unknowns of a project. 
The unknowns increase your risk the longer they go undetermined. They result in 
hidden costs and cause chaos amongst the construction team. Zahner’s Design 
Assist team identifies these unidentified aspects, breaks them down into understood 
problems, and then provides the best options to solve them.

Lower the costs. Zahner provides smart incentives to its Design Assist team to 
reduce the cost of the project without sacrificing the quality. Our experienced team 
is probably the only group of engineers, fabricators, and installers who can analyze 
a building’s facade and find half a dozen ways to reduce the cost while increasing or 
maintaining the quality.

Improve the efficiencies. A lot of costs arise as a result of construction delays in the 
field. Our engineers and installers design systems that result in rapid installations with 
minimal waste. Projects contracted under Design Assist result in less waste and faster 
installation than typical construction methods. Every time. 

It’s well known that our company provides high quality work. What isn’t quite so 
well known, is that we will work within your budget to discover ways of intelligently 
building  your project. This is why we provide Design Assist. 
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The recently completed Emerson Los Angeles was designed by 
Morphosis and is the fourth project completed under a Design Assist 
contract with Zahner design and fabrication.

The original budget awarded to Zahner was $6,022,000. Zahner’s 
design team replaced the structural steel and provided automated 
fabrication technologies to reduce costs and increase efficiency. 
By using ZEPPS® panels in lieu of traditional stud framing, the team 
reduced the cost of labor in the field. As a result, Zahner saved the 
client over $400K. Because all of the panels were pre-fabricated in the 
Zahner shop, the construction schedule was reduced by at least three 
months as compared with traditional installation.  
 
$428,236 Estimated Savings
 
$74,686  Design Assist Phase 
$5,144,625  Phase 2 - (includes material sales tax and bond)
$449,139  Change Orders – (added scope, not design issues)
 
$5,593,764  Final Contract Amount

Saved the owner $428,236

Emerson Los Angeles
Morphosis

Current Projects Construction Manager Architect Contact Phone

Cornell Gates Hall Welliver Construction Morphosis Ung-Joo Scott Lee  212-389-1171 
Emerson Los Angeles Hathaway Dinwiddie Morphosis Natalia Caruana 310-998-8112
Royal Alberta Museum Ledcor Dialog Architects Allan Wilson  780-917-4672
Petersen Auto Museum Matt Construction KPF Architects Trent Tesch 212-977-6500
Miami Airport Station Odebrecht OHL Perez & Perez Daniel Perez  305-444-4545
NASCAR Hall of Fame Turner Construction Pei Cobb Freed Tom Barnett 704-315-5577
Broad Art Museum Barton Malow Zaha Hadid Craig Kiner 44 20 7253 5447
Winds of Aphrodite Taylor Kelley Crawford & Suikang Zhao James Pastine 816-421-2640
MOCA Cleveland Donley’s Inc Farshid Moussavi  Farshid Moussavi  646-583-3218 
de Young Museum Swinerton Herzog & de Meuron Chris Young 415-421-2980
EMP Museum Hoffman Construction  Gehry Partners George Metzger 310-230-0088 
Taubman Museum Hunt Construction Group Randall Stout Architects Matt Humphrey 609-936-7100
Tulsa Arena  Tulsa Vision Builders Thornton Tomasetti Steven Hofmeister 816-221-7771
McCoy Federal Building Skanska USA Schwartz & Silver Clinton Boyd 601-352-2731
DFW Airport Roof Austin Commercial, Inc. Corgan Associates + HNTB Joe Montoya 972-586-5956
Doha Art Wall Qatar Petroleum Jan Hendrix John Cooke 52 55 5525 8215

Choosing Design Assist means trusting Zahner to have the best interests of the 
owners, architects, and construction managers in mind. It means trusting Zahner to 
meet the design intent with a feasible, honest design. Zahner has been in business for 
121 years, a feat attributable to surpassing client expectations with smart engineering, 
solid budgets, and precision quality work. 

The four projects outlined  here  were delivered via the Design Assist construction 
method. Below, you will find  a listing of contacts for past Design Assist projects. Ask 
any client about the character of Zahner’s team.  

THE KEY ELEMENT OF 
DESIGN ASSIST IS TRUST

Mockup for the Petersen Automotive Museum facade.
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The de Young Museum was completed in 2005 and features 8,000 
algorithmically produced panels. The Museum’s surface is adorned by 
millions of bumps, dimples, and perforations in copper. Zahner was 
responsible for the entire building envelope.

Zahner’s direct relationship with the metal supplier gave Zahner the 
wisdom to advise client exactly when to make the material purchase. If 
the client had waited until production, the cost would have been several 
times the amount. The material was procured at seventy cents per pound 
in 2001, an all time low for copper’s value. Zahner saved the owner nearly 
$4M in copper alone. The owner used the savings to have architects design 
an innovative roof clad in copper. 

$4,625,842  Estimated Savings

$450,000  Design Assist Phase – (included material purchase)
$20,300,000  Phase 2 – Engineering Fabrication
$64,955  Change Orders – (added scope, not design issues)

$20,814,955  Final Contract Amount

The NASCAR Hall of Fame features a curvilinear form which wraps the around 
the 390,000 SF structure. Zahner lowered its cost without sacrificing quality 
by reducing the structure, decreasing the sheet metal thickness, and by 
purchasing material during a dip in the stainless steel market.

More than facades. Many architects and contractors think of Zahner as 
providing only a building’s skin. The truth is that Zahner’s engineers and 
craftsmen have a vast knowledge and history of constructing large structural 
forms as well as the final skinned surface. In the case of NASCAR Hall of 
Fame, Zahner’s structural expertise was employed to lighten the scope for 
the structural steel contractors, translating directly into cost savings for the 
owner, all without decreasing the quality of the project. 

$1,353,315  Estimated Savings

$2,412,954  Design Assist Phase – (included material purchase)
$6,132,897  Phase 2 – Engineering Fabrication
$466,888  Change Orders – (added scope, not design issues)

$9,012,739  Final Contract Amount

The McCoy Federal Building features a complex glass panel facade which 
was design-engineered, fabricated, and installed by Zahner. 

Under typical contract circumstances, Zahner would have bid against 
facade suppliers, and the structural steel suppliers would have bid against 
structural steel suppliers. 

By using Design Assist, the construction manager contracted Zahner who 
worked directly with the structural steel supplier to develop a system that 
reduced scope for all parties. This cost reduction directly translated into 
significant savings for the owner – without sacrificing quality. 

$1,123,000 Estimated Savings

$177,200  Design Assist Contract
$3,834,296 Phase 2
$95,383 Change Orders (added scope, not design issues)

$4,106,879 Final Contract Amount

Saved the owner $4,625,842

Saved the owner $1,353,315

Saved the owner $1,123,000

McCoy Fed. Building
Schwartz & Silver

de Young Museum
Herzog & de Meuron

NASCAR Hall of Fame
Pei Cobb Freed
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Kansas City Facility

1400 East Ninth Street

Kansas City, Missouri 64106

United States of America

p +1 (816) 474-8882

f  +1 (816) 474-7994

Dallas-Fort Worth Facility

2860 Alouette Drive

Grand Prairie, Texas 75052

United States of America

p  +1 (469) 348-2000

 f  +1 (469) 348-2003


